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Abstract-Astronomical Aspects of Interstellar Communication.
Habitable Planets

Planets of other stars are too faint, and too close to their star, for any direct observation. According to
modemrn theories, planets are formed together with the star, being the rule and not the exception. Nine
conditions needed for life result in about 1 per cent of all stars having a planet able to develop higher
life. Our Galaxy then probably contains about 2000 million habitable planets. The nearest ones are 15
light-years distant, too far for travel but close enough for communication.

If life and intelligence actually form on each habitable planet, going once through a technological period
limited to 100,000 years, say, then our Galaxy contains 40,000 technological civilizations, with 500 light-
years between neighbors. Communication is still possible.

Astronomical observations
Organic molecules have been observed in interstellar space, making the origin of life less improbable.

During all 'normal' observations one should watch out for any sign of life. But so far, all suspicious objects
have later been explained by natural causes.

Advanced technological civilizations might utilize all of their star's energy, and their waste energy should
be observable around 10 m wavelength. Infrared stars have been observed, but are again explained by
natural causes.

Where is Everybody?
Technologically highly advanced civilizations could do many things visible to astronomers. Why, then,

is nothing seen? Four possibilities are discussed:
(a) Life and intelligence are very rare. (b) Technology is exciting only during a short period, being sur-

passed by other activities. (c) Science and technology cause severe crises (population explosion, self-
destruction, genetic degeneration). Maybe all surviving civilizations must have developed much regimen-
tation and stabilization, and there is a possibility of irreversible stagnation. (d) Maybe there are many
signs of life which we have not looked for or not understood.

Translated abstracts appear at the end of this article.

Introduction
ON A CLEAR night, we see about 3000 stars with the
naked eye; our stellar system, the Galaxy or Milky
Way, contains about 200,000 millions of stars, and
with our best telescopes we can observe over 1000
millions of other, similar galaxies. It would be a clear
case of megalomania, an extreme delusion of greatness,
to assume that we on Earth were the only intelligent
beings in the universe. Nothing is unique, and most
probably we are about average (just as our Sun is

only an average star) with a huge number of other
civilizations around us, about half of them more
advanced than we are.

1 Operated by Associated Universities,Inc. under contract
with the National Science Foundation.

But nothing lasts forever, and it would be equally
presumptuous to assume that our present state of
mind is the only and final goal of all evolution.
Most probably our present strong dominance of
science and technology is just one link in a long chain,
to be surpassed by other (now unpredictable) interests.
However, a technical communication is possible only
among technical civilizations, and this constraint
yields a strong reduction for the number of our possible
partners for CETI, the communication with extra-
terrestrial intelligence.

Any large specific effort for CETI will need, for
proper planning, an estimate concerning the number
of possible partners and the distance to the nearest
ones. And the astronomical aspect of this question
then concerns the number and distance of habitable
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planets.
In addition to any specific CETI projects, it is

important that also during all 'normal' astronomical
observations the astronomer watches out for any
sign of life, for example, any odd, artificial-looking
feature that cannot be explained by natural causes
but could be explained by the activity of intelligent
beings, an activity which may have nothing to do with
communication.

Finally, since no such sign of life has yet been
observed, we are left with the rather serious question:
'Where is everybody?' This question is not specifically
astronomical; but we might try, and astronomers have
a remarkable tradition of drawing conclusions from
observation as well as from their absence.

1. How Frequent are Habitable Planets?

1. Observation is impossible
Even if every single star in the sky had a planetary

system exactly as ours, we still could not observe any
of all these planets directly, nor could we obtain any
indirect observational evidence for their presence.
Thus, the lack of such observations, the statement

that 'we have yet to detect a second planetary system'
[10] cannot be used as an argument against their
presence.

From the distance of the nearest stars, about 4 light
years, our Sun is seen as a rather bright star. But the
Earth is 1500 million times (23 magnitudes) fainter,
and only 1 sec of arc away; and even Jupiter, the
largest planet, is 12 million times (18 mag) fainter
than the Sun and only 5 arcsec away. All our planets
are much too faint and too close to the bright Sun for
being detectable over distances of some light years
with the best terrestrial telescopes.

What about indirect evidence? More than half of
all stars are double, both companions orbiting about
their common center of gravity. Sometimes it happens
that one component is too faint for observation, while
the orbital motion of the brighter component is still
observable as a small but regular wiggle of its path.
But this wiggle is the smaller the less massive and less
distant the faint companion is; and if the companion
is not a second star but only a planet the size and

distance of Jupiter, then the wiggle of the Sun's
path is only 0.005 arcsec as seen from the nearest
stars, again too small for being observable.

Only if some day we could put a fairly large optical
telescope in space or on the Moon, of about 100 in.
dia., we may become able to observe other planetary
systems, directly and indirectly. For the present and
the near future, however, observation is impossible
and we depend on theory and analogy.

2. Theory of planet formation
Our theories about the formation of planets have

their origin already 200-300 years ago, see Refs. [1],
[2] and [3]. There are mainly two types: tidal and
nebular theories. The tidal theories assume that the
Sun once suffered a close approach of another star
(or of a large comet) whereby tidal forces threw out
some solar material which later on formed the
planets. In this case, planetary systems would be
seldom, only about 100 systems per galaxy, as can
be shown. But the tidal theories have been convincingly
disproved meanwhile: ejected solar material would
be much too hot, and would thus escape from the
range of solar gravity.

Nebular theories assume that the Sun and its
planets were formed more or less simultaneously,
out of the same primordial gaseous nebula. This was
promoted from Descartes (1644), over Kant (1755)
and Laplace (1796), to von Weizsiicker (1944), Kuiper
(1950) and others. A problem which showed up some
decades ago is the need for chemical segregation:
Sun, stars and interstellar matter consist of about
29 % of helium, and only 1o% of all heavier elements
together, whereas our planets have much higher a
fraction of the heavy elements.

Present theories [3-6] yield the following picture.
Stars are formed in stellar clusters or associations,
from large gas clouds, by a repeated process of
alternating contraction and fragmentation. This pro-
cess is stopped, as has been shown, with fragments of
about one solar mass average, and with a size of about
Jupiter's orbit. These fragments or 'protostars' lose
angular momentum slower than energy, and thus
must contract to a flat gaseous disc rotating in its
own potential. Its inner parts move to the center, via
turbulent friction, forming the Sun or star. The
planets are formed within the disc, either by con-
densation, or, more probably, by accretion where
small particles collide and stick together, yielding
fewer and larger particles, growing finally into
planets. This accretion favors dust particles, consisting
of heavier elements. In both cases, condensation or
accretion, the forming planet evaporates much of the
lighter elements and retains most of the heavier ones.
The smaller the planet and the closer to the Sun, the
less of the lighter elements are retained by its gravity.

According to this nebular theory, planetary systems
should be the general rule and nothing special. This
may be wrong, of course, but at present it is the opinion
of most who work in this field. However, since this is a
crucial point, we will give, on a broader base, some
additional reasons for assuming the general occur-
rence of planetary systems.

First, the only star where planets could be observed
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actually has planets (the Sun). In principle, there is
nothing wrong with doing statistics with n - 1.
This yields an estimator for the average (us). However,
n = 1 does not yield an estimator for the mean error.
Furthermore, there is a bias, because this question
can have been asked only on an existing planet; it
could not have been asked where there are no planets.
From statistics only, the assumption that most
stars have planets thus has the highest possibility of
being right, but we have not the slightest idea of how
wrong it may be (regarding both the statistical and the
systematical error).

Second, the only planetary system we know has not
just one, but nine planets, plus hundreds of comets,
thousands of asteroids, and millions of small solid
particles as shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Mass distribution in the solar system [Ref. 9].

Third, six of these nine planets have satellites
of their own, up to 12 for Jupiter and 5 in the average.
This, of course, is only an analogy, but it includes
even the mass ratios: the log of the mass ratio Sun/
planet ranges from 3.0 to 6.8 with a median of 5.5;
and from 1.9 to 7.2 with a median of 6.0 for the mass
ratio planet/satellite.

Fourth, binary (or multiple) stars are more frequent
than single stars, with a wide range of mass ratios,

almost down to planetary masses for the secondary.
The formation processes of binaries and of planets
may be different, but still it shows that single objects
are seldom and not the rule.

The following estimates thus will assume a pro-
bability close to one that some planets were formed
together with any given star.

3. Habitable planets
Suppose a star has planets. What, then, is the

probability that at least one of them is habitable,
a planet where life and intelligence could develop?
Su-Shu Huang estimated in 1959 [7] that about
5 per cent of all stars may have habitable planets,
and similar estimates are given in Cameron's book
Interstellar Communication [8]. The most detailed and
careful estimates were done by Stephen H. Dole,
filling a whole book called Habitable Planets for Man
[9]. Here, I can only give a short summary.

Only under certain conditions can organic life
develop: The average temperature must be within a
limited range, somewhat above the freezing point of
water and well below its boiling point, which means
the planet must be neither too far nor too close to the
star, within its so-called 'ecosphere' or life-zone.
The temperature must also be fairly stable and should
have only small daily and yearly fluctuations. The
planet should have water and an atmosphere. Finally,
the planet must be old enough, about 3000 million
years or more.

What does all this mean in astronomical terms?
The stellar surrounding does not matter much; only
in the extremely dense and small central nucleus of
some galaxies 'will stars come so close as to disturb
each others planetary systems, but normally there is
no intereference. Only the properties of star and planet
matter.

First, the mass of the star must be between 0.72 and
1.43 solar masses, which holds for 25 per cent of all
stars. Smaller stars are so faint that their ecosphere
is so close that the tidal friction would remove the
rotation of the planet, yielding extreme temperature
fluctuations. And larger .stars evolve too fast and
cannot be old enough. Second, stars within this mass
range may be old enough, but will actually be so with
an average probability of about 60 per cent. See
Fig. 2.

Third, in order to yield a stable planetary orbit,
we must either have a single star, about 30 per cent

of all stars; or, in case of a binary, the two components
must be either very close together, less than the
planet's orbit, or very far apart, more than 3 times the
orbit, see Fig. 3. But the observed distances between
binaries cover an extremely wide range, from o the
Earth's orbit up to 100 times this orbit; this is a range
of four powers of ten, of which only one power of ten
is excluded, leaving roughly 75 per cent of all orbits
in the stable regions. Together with the single stars,
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10 / 7 we find that 82 per cent of all orbits are stable.
Illuminance --- - 1.60 Fourth, in planetary systems similar to ours there isIlluminance 1.60'plntr

a chance of 35 per cent for a planet being within the

- .40 star's ecosphere, giving the right average temperature.
h 120 Fifth, we have 94 per cent chance for about-circular
21.20 orbits, needed for constant temperature.

S 1 1.0 4 Sixth, the planet itself must be in the mass range
S between 0.4 and 2.4 Earth masses for having the

- - - -0.88 proper type of atmosphere and water, which means
- h = 20 0.80 about 20 per cent of all planets. Seventh, the planet

- must have enough rotation for constant temperature,- - - - 0.72
S about 90 per cent.

S0.60 Table 1. Fourteen Stars Most Likely To Have Habitable
0.1Planets, in Order of Distance from Earth [Ref 9]." - i//Planets, in Order of Distance from Earth [Ref:-9].
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FIG. 2. The boundaries of ecospheres [Ref. 9].

FIG. 3. Regions within which stable, direct, near-circular
planetary orbits can exist, j = m2 /(m1 + m2) = 0.1 [Ref. 9].

Distance from
Earth Probability

Star (light-years) (PHP)

Alpha Centauri A 4.3 0.054 0.107
Alpha Centauri B 4.3 0.057
Epsilon Eridani 10.8 0.033
Tau Ceti 12.2 0.036
70 Ophiuchi A 17.3 0.057
Eta Cassiopeiae A 18.0 0.057
Sigma Draconis 18.2 0.036
36 Ophiuchi A 18.2 0.023 0.042
36 Ophiuchi B 18.2 0.020 0.042
HR 7703 A 18.6 0.020
Delta Pavonis 19.2 0.057
82 Eridani 20.9 0.057
Beta Hydri 21.3 0.037
HR 8832 21.4 0.011

E = 0.55; P = 0.43

In summary, we find that about 1 per cent of all stars
should have habitable planets. Our stellar system, the
Galaxy, then has about 2000 million habitable
planets, quite a large number. Table 1 shows 14 of
the most likely candidates among our nearby stars,
together with their individual probability of having
a habitable planet. In total, there is a chance of 43 per
cent that at least one of these 14 stars has a habitable
planet.

4.Distances .
The distance between neighboring stars is about

Do = 3 light years. Selecting 1 per cent of all stars
with habitable planets, our nearest such neighbors then
are expected at a distance of Dh = Do(0.01) - 3 = 15
light-years. Interstellar distances, of several light-
years, can certainly be bridged by signals, even with
the means of our own present technology, although
the waiting time for an answer then would be 30 years
in our case. But interstellar space travel, although
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feasible according to F. Dyson [17], would take about
1000 years and does not look very promising [8, 16,
22].

However, even if life and intelligence would
develop on each habitable planet, we should not
assume to find always a technical civilization like
ours, where science and technology play a dominant
and crucial role and attract a good deal of individual
genius and of public big money. Other ways of
development may bypass this state of technical
dominance; and even if it would always be attained,
we should never assume that it lasts forever. There
will come a change of interest, whereafter technology
is just used to keep things going, but the main effort
goes somewhere else. Furthermore, technology has
its great dangers, to be discussed later.

In any case, we should assume a finite longevity L
for the technical state of mind. If intelligence began
T years ago at the oldest stars, then roughly speaking
the distance to the nearest technical civilizations is
D, = Dh(T/L) -. For example, estimating T = 5000
million years and assuming L = 100,000 years, we
obtain a distance of D, = 500 light-years. This is still
feasible for communication, but the waiting time for
answers is 1000 years which means that civilizations
talk to each other and not individuals. Our Galaxy
then would contain about 40,000 technical
civilizations.

Of course, these numbers are very uncertain since
a longevity of 100,000 years was just a free guess
(without even having n = 1 for an estimator). But
the uncertainty enters only with the power 3, and
L must be wrong by a factor 1000 before D gets wrong
by 10.

Most probably, half of all civilizations are more
advanced than we are, and probably they have
established communication networks already long
ago. But just in case that we are among the first ones
who want to establish contact, we can give a fairly
accurate estimate regarding the distance to be covered
and the minimum duration needed for a trial to have
success. If, on the fraction q of all habitable planets, a
civilization emits strong signals (and listens, too)
during a trial of duration t, then the distance between
simultaneously trying ones is D, = Dh(T/qt) ~, while
success means receiving an answer which takes a
minimum waiting time t = 2D,/c. Both equations
together then yield D, = Dh(cT/2q)*, see [22]. Here,
our ignorance enters only with the power J. As-
suming q = 0.1, for example, yields a distance of
3000 light-years, and a minimum duration for this
trial of 6000 years. The nice thing is that this same
estimate can be made by anybody else in the Galaxy
as well, with the same result.

2. Astronomical Observations
1. Organic molecules

Interstellar space, the space inbetween the stars.
is almost empty but not quite. It contains gas, of the
same chemical composition as our Sun and all stars,
in the forms of atoms and molecules. The first optical
absorption spectra of interstellar molecules were
found in 1937; these were simple diatomic molecules,
with two atoms only. Radio astronomers found in
1963 the spectral lines of hydroxyl, OH, at 18 cm
wavelength. This again is diatomic, and actually
nothing more complicated was expected.

A breakthrough came in 1968 and 1969 with the
discovery of the lines of water (3 atoms) and ammonia
(4 atoms) at about 1 cm wavelength. Since then,
over two dozens of more and more complicated
molecules were observed, up to 7 atoms at present.
And many of these are what we call 'organic' mole-
cules, like for example formaldehyde, methyl alcohol,
or methyl-acetylene, see Table 2. The wavelengths are
mostly in the range of very short radio waves, of some
millimeters to centimeters. As to the origin of these
molecules, it seems most likely that they are formed on
the surface of dust grains and then released.

Another source of information are meteorites.
Here, it is very difficult to distinguish between the
original contents, and contaminations which may
come from the atmosphere, the soil, or from human
hands. But in several cases it seems to be certain that
some small traces of organic matter were originally
contained in the meteorite. Most interesting was the
discovery of several amino acids, the building blocks
of organic life [11].

What are the implications for CETI? We certainly
do not think that these 'organic' molecules are the
left-overs from organic life. But they show that
rather complicated molecules can be formed even in
the almost empty interstellar space. Which then should
be a lot easier in the dense atmospheres of planets,
thus making the origin of life less difficult and less
improbable.

2. Regular astronomical observations
Whenever we use our large optical or radio tele-

scopes for some regular astronomical observations,
we should always look out for anything suspicious
which might be some sign of life. Some activities of
advanced civilizations may be observable, activities
which may have nothing to do wlth communication
[15].

Several astronomical discoveries looked quite
suspicious for a while, but then found 'natural'
explanations. For example: the sudden outburst of a
new brilliant star, a so-called nova; or the fact that
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Table 2. Molecules Found in the Interstellar Medium [9].

Year Molecule Symbol Wavelength Telescope Reference

1937 CH 4300 A Mt Wilson 100 in DUNHAM
1940 Cyanogen CN 3875 A Mt Wilson 100 in. ADAMS
1941 CH +  3745-4233 A Mt Wilson 100 in. ADAMS
1963 Hydroxyl OH 18, 6.3, 5.0, Lincoln Lab 84 ft. WEINREB et al., 1963

and 2.2 cm
1968 Ammonia NH3  1.3 cm Hat Creek 20 ft CHEUNG et al., 1968
1968 Water H20 1.4 cm Hat Creek 20 ft CHEUNG et al., 1969
1969 Formaldehyde H2CO 6.2, 2.1, 1 cm NRAO 140 ft SNYDER et al., 1969

2.1, 2.0 mm
1970 Carbon Monoxide CO 2.6 mm NRAO 36 ft WILSON et al., 1970
1970 Cyanogen CN 2.6 mm NRAO 36 ft JEFFERTS et al., 1970
1970 Hydrogen H 2  1100 A UV Rocket Camera CARRUTHERS, 1970
1970 Hydrogen Cyanide HCN 3.4 mm NRAO 36 ft SNYDER and BUHL,

1971
1970 X-ogen ? 3.4 mm NRAO 36 ft BUHL and SNYDER,

1970
1970 Cyano-acetylene HC 3N 3.3 cm NRAO 140 ft TURNER, 1970
1970 Methyl Alcohol CHzOH 36 cm NRAO 140 ft BALL et al., 1970
1970 Formic Acid CHOOH 18 cm NRAO 140 ft ZUCKERMAN et al.,

1971
1971 Carbon Mono-Sulphide CS 2.0 mm NRAO 36 ft BELL LABS
1971 Formamide NH2CHO 6.5 cm NRAO 140 ft U. of Illinois
1971 Silicon Oxide SiO 2.3 mm NRAO 36 ft Bell Labs
1971 Carbonyl Sulphide OCS 2.5 mm NRAO 36 ft Bell Labs
1971 Acetonitrile CH3 CN 2.7 mm NRAO 36 ft Bell Labs
1971 Isocyanic Acid HNCO 3.4 mm NRAO 36 ft U Va/NRAO

1.4 cm
1971 Hydrogen Iso-Cyanide HNC 3.3 mm NRAO 36 ft U Va/NRAO
1971 Methyl-acetylene CH 3C2 H 3.5 mm NRAO 36 ft U Va/NRAO
1971 Acetaldehyde CH 3CHO 28 cm NRAO 140 ft Harvard
1971 Thioformaldehyde H2CS 9.5 cm Parkes 210 ft CSIRO Australia

some radio source seemed to have regular variations,
like the quasar CTA 102; or the discovery of the
pulsars which emit radio pulses with extremely high
regularity, but which are explained as rotating neutron
stars.

Kardashev [13] introduced the idea of three types
of higher advanced civilizations, regarding their
energy consumption. A type 1 civilization uses all
energy sources available on their planet (where the
rate of consumption then is limited by thermal
considerations), a state which we will have reached
in a few decades. Type 2 civilizations have learned to
harness the energy production of their star, and type 3
may use the energy produced by all stars in their whole
galaxy. Although we do not know what to look for,
something of all this activity should be observable for
us.

Freeman Dyson [14, 15] made an interesting
suggestion. He says a type 2 civilization would like
to consume the maximum amount of energy, populate
the largest possible area, and use for these aims what-
ever matter is available. In our case, for example, this
would mean to take the largest (and otherwise rather

useless) planet Jupiter apart, and to build from its
matter around the Sun a spherical shell somewhat
larger than the Earth's orbit. The energy produced
by the Sun and consumed by the population must
finally be radiated away at the outside of the sphere,
at a temperature of about 300°K, which means at
a spectral maximum of about 10 gm wavelength.
Thus, Dyson suggests looking out for 'infrared stars'
as possible seats of advanced civilizations. But again:
the dozen or so of infrared stars which have actually
been observed have found a natural explanation; they
seem to be an early state during the formation of a new
star. So far, we really have no observational evidence
for life somewhere else.

3. Where is Everybody?
1. The question

If we are average, and if half of all habitable planets
carry a higher advanced civilization, using the energy
production of a whole star, then we should expect
to see some sign of all this. Energy cannot be 'used up',
it can only be converted from a higher form into a
lower one, and finally into heat; the energy thus may
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be observable for us even after it has been used.
Furthermore, activities on a stellar or even galactic
scale are certainly possible, they do not violate any
laws of physics; they just need determination and time.
Finally, as Dyson argues, whatever can be done
(within the laws of physics, given enough mass and
energy) actually will be done, somewhere and some-
times (given enough space and time). This I would
like to call the 'ergodic principle' of civilizations; it
has a strong convincing power.

Why, then, do we not see any sign of life, not with
our largest telescopes, not among the millions of
stars and of galaxies which we observe? This indeed
is a very serious question.

2. Some possible answers.
Now, it could be that the 'Zoo Hypothesis' of John

Ball is right [in press], where we are set aside in a wil-
derness area or a perfect zoo, that is, a zoo in which the
animals do not know it and do not see their waiters.
Or it could well be that we actually do see a lot of
activity but don't recognize it as such because it is
beyond our 'mental horizon'. But I think that the
most probable explanations are the following, single
or in combination.

First, the rarity of life (and/or intelligence). As I
said already, expecting plenty of advanced civiliza-
tions has the highest probability of being right, but
we have no idea how wrong it may be. Somehow we
feel that we should never expect to be something
special, but maybe we are. On the other side, similar
ideas in our past have always turned out to be wrong:
China was not the center of the Earth, the Earth not
the center of the universe, and barbarians did not just
babble but had a language of their own.

Second, a change of interest, as I suggested when we
discussed distances. Maybe the change comes not
after 100,000 years but much sooner, before the ability
for interstellar activities has been developed. This
could well be, I would think.

Third, a need for stabilization. It seems that our
type of technical intelligence leads of necessity into
several severe crises which I will discuss briefly in the
next section. If this is true, then the surviving civili-
zations must have developed very efficient means of
stabilization against all possible crises and accidents.
Also, they must have shifted the emphasis more and
more from emotion to reason; and most motivations
for interstellar activities are more on the emotional
side, like conquest of space, being the first one, the
challenge of the difficult, and so on. It could Well be
that any surviving civilization is, of necessity, so
much stabilized and sober that no desire for any
great enterprise is left or allowed.

Our question is 'Why don't we see any sign of life,
no interstellar activity?' And I mentiondd three
possible reasons: rarity of life, change of interest, and
need for stabilization. All three could be combined,
of course, and for my personal feeling it is a combina-
tion of the latter two which is probably right: a
stabilization on the technical side, combined with a
change of interest to other (now unpredictable)
activities, and both most probably triggered or even
enforced by a series of crises. Therefore, I should also
give here a brief summary of some crises [22].

3. Crises of development
I will mention four crises: population explosion and

self-destruction, the two crises we just have entered;
then biological degeneration, which must come later;
and finally stagnation which may come eventually
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The population crisis is much more serious than
most of us think. Even our voices of warning and
alarm [21] talk always of 'exponential growth' and
its dangers, whereas in reality the growth is much
steeper. Figure 4 shows the population of the Earth,
of the last 2000 years, plotted over time, both in
logarithmic scale. Exponential growth then would
mean a straight line for N(t), and a constant growth
rate a. Both is clearly not the case. Actually, a increased
in proportion with N; but if that is so, then the number
goes as N(t) = const/(too- t), which means the
population goes to infinity after a finite time. This
formula is checked in Fig. 5, where the fit is alarmingly
good, without the slightest indication yet of any
turnover or stabilization. We find: the best-fitting
curve for the past 2000 years- extrapolated into the
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FIG. 5. Same data as Fig. 2 (last 300 years), but 1/N plotted
over t. The straight line represents N -~ 1(t~o - t). Up to
1970, there is no indication of any beginning saturation

[Ref. 22].

future, predicts an infinite number of people after
only 54 years. Some drastic change must be achieved
by us with great effort, or it will happen to us with
great suffering. And that is not all. Population control
needs a government regimentation; because, if left
to the understanding and reason of the individual,
a voluntary control leads to the genetic self-elimina-
tion of reason [19].

The second crises we just have entered is self-
destruction. The big nations on Earth spend 10 per
cent of their gross national product on the arms race.
At present all our nuclear bombs have a destructive
power of 10 tons of TNT per person; which is equi-
valent to a round ball of dynamite, 7 ft or 2 m in
diameter, one such ball. for everyone on Earth,
grandmothers, babies and all. Or, 10 tons of TNT have
the energy to lift a whole apartment house (10,000 tons,
say) to a height of 500 m, and let it fall down on you,
again, one such house for each person. This illustrates
the kind of powder keg on which we sit.

And this type of peace we have, the so-called balance
of power, is stable only under some conditions but not
under others; there is a very educational computer
study about this question [20]. Weapon systems get
obsolete every, say, seven years or so, and the new
situation may be unstable; or even on the way to a
stable next situation, there might be an unstable
transition region where war becomes likely. Thus,
even if every single transition has only a small chance
of yielding war, the probabilities accumulate, and
after several transitions war becomes more probable
than peace. For example, if we estimate that the single
transition has a 10 per cent chance for war, then war
becomes more likely than peace after 46 years.

Another note of warning. Many people think that
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'egoism plus intelligence' is all we need; but that is
completely wrong, because my egoism unfolds best
if everybody else sticks to a moral code except me.

Genetic degeneration must become a serious prob-
lem, after some thousand years or so. When a species
develops intelligence and medicine, then not only
the fittest can survive but almost everybody else. This
means that the frequency of hereditary diseases will
increase. Medicine diminishes contagious diseases
but increases hereditary ones.

Second, medicine eliminates natural selection to a
high degree, while mutations still go on, almost all
mutations being bad ones. This means that our
genetic stock goes down in value. Both things mean
that after a while we must introduce artificial or at
least guided breeding.

Third, who or what is going to decide which kind
of breed is desirable, which of the present human
types is 'not to be continued', which personal traits
and desires are to be eliminated? Wrong decisions
may lead to irreversible mistakes.

Finally, if the survival of the race would get an
absolute priority, this could lead to an absolute
stagnation, so-to-say the 'crisis to end all crises' [22].
After a while, most material progress becomes
impossible; as for example with regard to the popula-
tion number, to energy consumption, and to exploita-
tion of natural resources and to pollution; all these
things must find a saturation or stagnation. But in
the very long run, each kind of progress has some
element of danger, and if survival is all that matters,
then stagnation is maybe the answer. Together with
artificial or guided breeding, this could even lead to
irreversible stagnation.

4. The role of communication
It could well be that interstellar communication

plays the most crucial role in the development of
civilizations. Just like speech and writing are crucial
factors in the development of the individual. Further-
more, interstellar communication gives all the ad-
vantages of competition (it counteracts stagnation),
but without the dangers of competition: we may beat,
but cannot kill, each other. Finally, survival of the
race loses some of its priority, since survival of the
culture and spirit is now what matters. Interstellar
expansion, then, would be mental, not physical.
Maybe this is why we have not seen it yet?

The history of a civilization, then, might look as
follows. First comes the great upheaval, the highly
competitive and exciting but rather hectic develop-
ment which we are in, and which leads into crises and
catastrophes if left unbridled. Many civilizations may
terminate here. For the survivors comes a transition
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and decision period where interstellar communica-

tion may or may not be taken up. If not, stagnation

will follow. If yes, the own planetary culture merges
into a much more advanced interstellar one of galactic

dimension.
Question: if a civilization tries to avoid crises and

catastrophies, and by doing so approaches the temp-

tation of eternal life via irreversible stagnation, is

there enough time in between to establish interstellar

contact? This needs already some stability, just

enough to perform a project lasting some thousand

years, but it still needs a good deal of enthusiasm and

of zest for progress, just enough to get it started.
We do not know the answer, but let us give it a try.

And let me finish with Frank Drake's famous

question: 'Is there intelligent life on Earth?'
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Resume-Aspects astrominaux de communications interstellaires.
Plandtes habitables.

Les planetes des autres 6toiles sont trop faibles et trop proches de leur 6toile pour toute observation
directe. Selon les theories modernes, les planetes sont form6es avec les 6toiles, &tant la r6gle et non l'excep-
tion. Neuf conditions n6cessaires a la vie r6sultent en 1% environ de toutes les 6toiles ayant une plandte
capable de d6velopper une vie plus 61ev6e. Notre galaxie contient done environ 2000 millions de plan6tes
habitables. Les plus proches sont a 15 ann6es lumibre, trop loin pour 6tre atteintes mais suffisamment
proches pour communication.

Si la vie et l'intelligence se forment sur chaque plandte habitable, en traversant une fois une p6riode
technologique limit6e t 100.000 ans, notre galaxie contient 40.000 civilisations technologiques avec 500
ann6es lumibre entre voisins. Les communications demeurent possibles.

Observations astronomiques.
Des mol6cules organiques ont 6t6 observ6es dans l'espace interstellaire, ce qui rend l'origine de vie moins

improbable. Pendant toutes les observations "normales" il faut surveiller tout signe de vie. Jusqu'd pr6sent,
tous les objets suspects ont 6t6 6ventuellement expliqu6s par causes naturelles.

Les civilisations technologiques avanc6es pourraient utiliser toute l'6nergie de leur 6toile, et les d6chets
d'6nergie devraient 6tre observables autour d'une longueur d'onde de 10 microns. Des 6toiles infra-rouges
ont 6t6 observ6es mais li encore il existe une explication par cause naturelle.

Oi est tout le monde?
Les civilisations technologiques trbs avanc6es pourraient faire beaucoup de choses visibles aux astro-

nomes. Pourquoi alors n'est-il rien vu? Quatre possibilit6s sont discut6es: (a) La vie et l'intelligence sont
trbs rares. (b) La technologie n'est intbressante que pendant une courte p6riode, d'autres activit6s devenant
plus importantes. (c) La science et la technologie sont la cause de crises sbrieuses (explosion de population,
auto-destruction, d6g6n6ration g6n6tique). Il est possible que toute civilisation survivante a d6velopp6
une grande r6gimentation et une grande stabilisation et la possibilit6 d'une stagnation irr6versible. (d) Il
est possible que de nombreux signes de vie existent mais que nous n'avons pas regard6 ou pas compris.
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Pe3oMe-AcTpOHOMWecJKHe aenenTbT sOMMyIuna4i B Me*c3Be39HOM npoeTpaHCTBe.

FoOHble /l R 9Icu bR nnaHenbt

-naHeTbl apyrMx sBesa oeHb cna6o BHHbl, H HaxogArTCr CnntHIuKOM 6nHao K CBOHM 3BeSafaM Amn HIenoc-

pe crTeHHnoro Ha6njoxioeHHs. CornacHo COBspeMHHbIM reopHM, unaHeTbl o6paayloTcs BMeCTe Co 3Baeano -

arTo 1BnfeTC rnpaBHanoM, a He HcxnIoeaHHeM. )ReBRTb ycnOBHs Tpe6ylomuHxcI Ans Rf3H4 BegyT K TOMy, MTO

OHH npoteHT Bcex 3Be3AHbIX nnaHer B COCTOZHHH paSBHTb BblCHIluyIO 4OpMy }Hs3HHo floaTOMy, nauma

fanawTHxa, BepoSTHo, Couep}KHT OKonJO 2000 MnH. TO HbJX An fHrlbR naHeT. CaMbie 6nHSaKHe HaXO SITCH

Ha paCCTOMHH 15 CBeToBbIX net - CnHIURKOM janeKo TnOBJeKH, HO JOCTaTO3HO 6nHSKO aIS ROMMyHH-

EcnH iMHHb H HHTenDeKT eiCTBHaTenbHO BO3HHHMDH Ha Ka)KfO FOrOlHO JAR$ )KH3HH nnaHeTe, v1, CxaHeM,

npouna epea nepHog TexHOnorHecKoro pasBHTra B npeaenax 1000000 neT, To Hama FanawTHxa COfeplMHT

40000 TexHonorviecaux uwnBHunsaui c npoMe>KyTKxaM 500 CBeTOBblX neT Memaxy coce sMH. KOMMyHH-

cauus see TaKH BoBMOKHa.

AcmponoMutecKue Ha6roOeaHun

B MeMS3Be3HOM npocTpaHCTBe saMeTHnr oprawHiecR Hse Moneynbl, HTo aenaeT BOSHHKHOBeHHe )*HSHH

MeHee HeBepoRTHbIM. Bo BpeMs BceX <(HOpManbHbIxa Ha6noAeHHI Heo6XoAlHMO SaMewaTb ManeaLuHe HaMeHH

Ha )KH3Hb. HO Ao CHX fop Bace nofospHTenbHbe 06 ObeKTbI 6bInH noSgAHee 06,bSRCHeHb eCTCTTBeHHblMH

BIneHHlMH.

FJepegoBbIe TexHonorHecaHe nHBHuMsaLUH4 BO3MOm{HO MCIIonIbSyIOT BOO aHeprio cBoe sBeS3Abi, a OTXObI

HX SHeprHH MOH{HO, BeposTHo, HccneOBaTb Ha npHMepHO 10-MHKpOHHOR AnHe BODHbI. 3aMeanHCb

HHcipaKpaCHble BBeasbl, HO OHM TaK}Me 6bInI 06tscHeHb ecTCTBeHHblMH MlpHwHHaMw.

TOe ace?
TexHonorHeCKH BbCOKOnpOrpeCCHBHbIe UMBHnH3LUHH MOryT upOBOJHTb MHOrO neACTBH, BHMAHMbIX

aCTpOHOMaM. lOweMy ie HHero He BHAHO? O06cynaloTcs emTblpe BOa3MOHHOCT. (a) )KHSHb H HHTenneKT

BCTperaoTCYI Ipe3BbiaIHO peaKo. (6) CylecTBraoBaHHe TeXHOnOPHH OeHb KopoTKOBpeMeHHoe, noagHee

oHa sameuaeTCvi Apyro A esMTenbHOCTblO. (B) Hayxra TeXHOnOrHI 51BnRIOTCS npHoHHOi cepbe3HbIX

KpH3HCOB (rnepeHaceneHHe, CaMOyHHTOmeHHe H PeHeTHMeCHOe BblpoQp1eHHe). MoKeT 6blTb BCe BblEHBIUHe

LUHBHH3LauH pasaBHnH nanovHylo flHCUInnHHy H CTa6nHsLauHo, a MoweT 6bTb 6e3BOSBpaTHbi l 3aCtoi.

(r) Mox eT 6UITb uMeemc MHO O rIp3Haxo }KH3HHH, KOTOpble MI4 He 3aMe'viaeM nHi He noHMMaeM.


